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18” Round Scoring
Overhead home electronic 18″ Round Scoreboard. Several 
stain options available depending on shuffleboard style. 
Each scoreboard ordered with a Venture shuffleboard 
will be stain matched to your shuffleboard table. All 
scoreboards ordered with a laminate table will be stained 
black to compliment those tables. We can do a custom 
stain as well. Button blocks with scoring buttons, wires for 
either end of shuffleboard table and scoring arm. Some 
buttons are built into the table depending on style of 
shuffleboard provided. Made in the USA.

Aluminum Abacus
Set of 2 aluminum abacus scorers for shuffleboard tables. 
Finished in anodized aluminum. Color choices include 
black, silver and gold, please choose 2 when ordering. 
Comes with hardware pack for easy installation. Made in 
the USA.

Aluminum Cap Weights
A set of 8 – American made anodized aluminum caps with 
chrome bottoms that are machined precisely in the US, 
heat treated that helps the long lasting finish, and hand 
chrome polished for maximum durability. Colors available: 
red, blue, black, silver, gold. Regulation Size of 2-5/16″.

Bowling Pins
Bowling pins for shuffleboard table. 10 bowling pins 
measuring approximately 4.5″ high. Great for all size 
shuffleboard tables. Imported product.

Shuffleboard Lights
Our customizable shuffleboard lights will enhance your 
shuffleboard experience. Great for all size shuffleboard 
tables. Finishes can be customized to fit your shuffleboard 
table design.
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Bowling Pins with Setter
Bowling pins with wood pinsetter, includes storage case. 
10 bowling pins, setter, and case included. The wood 
pinsetter has nylon feet and black outer trim, and measures 
13″ across x 12″ high. Each pin is approximately 4.5″ high. 
Spacing and size suitable for home and pro style tables. 
Add a new dimension of fun to your shuffleboard table. 
Nylon carry bag for convenience. Imported Product.

Maintenance Kit
Our Maintenance kit will include 1 each of the Shuffleboard 
Cleaner/Polish, Shuffleboard Liquid Wax, and Shuffleboard 
Silicone Spray.

Keep your shuffleboard’s playing surface in top shape!

Pro Dining Top
Our pro dining top option is a fantastic addition to any 
Venture shuffleboard table. It instantly protects from any 
unwanted play and can be a dining, gathering, project 
table immediately. Each dining top is stained to match its 
complimenting shuffleboard table or stained black for the 
laminate dining tables.

- Glaze/Cleaner – Removes dirt and grime. Leaves a fresh, clean glaze for a smooth fast finish – 1 
Quart.
- Liquid Wax – Provides a protective coating to your table for a smooth fast finish. It also prevents 
dry or dead spots – 1 Quart.
- Silicone Spray – Provides a base after the liquid wax has dried, and before you use your favorite 
powdered wax. Triple Crown is formulated for Shuffleboard games and can also be used on 
Foosball & Stick Hockey Tables – 12 oz.

Regulation Weights
 A set of 8 – 4 red and 4 blue – American made plastic 
caps with chrome bottoms that are machined precisely in 
the US, heat treated that helps the long lasting finish, and 
hand chrome polished for maximum durability. Regulation 
Size of 2-5/16″.
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Shuffleboard Sweep
Board Sweep for shuffleboard table. Used to easily and 
quickly clean the powdered wax from your shuffleboard 
table. Made of solid wood and soft pile carpeting and easy 
to grasp wooden handle. 21″ wide X 3″ deep X 3-1/2″ tall. 
Made in the USA.

Shuffleboard Wax
Shuffleboard wax is sometimes called powder, salt, sand 
or sawdust.  It is a mixture of silicone and corn meal 
that lets the puck slide smoothly and quickly across the 
board. The use of wax keeps the playfield safe as the 
absence of wax can lead to surface scratches and grooves 
from the weights. Each container of wax is 1 pound and 
can be bought in a pack of 8, 12, or 24. Venture Games 
recommends Speed I on tables 9′-16′ and recommends 
Speed II on tables 18′-22′. Speed III should be reserved for 
expert players on 18′-22′ tables.

Sport Dining Top
Our pro dining top option is a fantastic addition to any 
Venture shuffleboard table. It instantly protects from any 
unwanted play and can be a dining, gathering, project 
table immediately. Each dining top is stained to match its 
complimenting shuffleboard table or stained black for the 
laminate dining tables.

Standard Abacus
Set of 2 abacus scorers for shuffleboard tables. Finished 
in natural and black. Comes with hardware pack for easy 
installation. Imported product.

T-Square
T-Square for tie-breaker scoring situations. Made of solid 
hardwood and measures 20″ for sport tables and 24″ for 
pro tables.
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Triangle Score
Low profile electronic triangle scoreboard. Several stain 
options available depending on shuffleboard. Each 
scoreboard ordered with a Venture shuffleboard will be 
stain matched to your shuffleboard table. All scoreboards 
ordered with a laminate table will be stained black to 
compliment those tables. We can do a custom stain as well.

Photographed in Grand Deluxe style two tone chestnut 
with clear maple.

Dust Cover
Our Dust Cover is offered in a variety of sizes to fit your 
Shuffleboard table and protect it when unused. Available in 
the colors Wine, Black, Chesnut, Green, Navy & Bridle.


